[Systematic reviews of the literature: what should be known about them].
A systematic review (SR) is an article on the «synthesis of the available evidence», in which a review is performed on the quantitative and qualitative aspects of primary studies, with the aim of summarising the existing information on a particular topic. After collecting the articles of interest the researchers then analyse them and compare the evidence they provide with that from similar ones. The reasons for justifying performing an SR are: when there is uncertainty as regards the effect of an intervention due to there being existing evidence against its real usefulness; when it is desired to know the magnitude of the effect of an intervention; and, when it is desired to analyse the behaviour of an intervention in subject sub-groups. The aim of this article is to perform an update on the basic concepts, indications, strengths and weaknesses of SRs, as well as the development of an SR, the most important potential biases to be taken into account in this type of design, and the basic concepts as regards the meta-analysis. Two examples of SR are also included, of use for surgeons, who often come across this type of design when searching for scientific evidence in biomedical journal bases.